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THE DISCORD OF GODS
By Jenn Lyons
‘Everything epic fantasy should be’
- Lev Grossman on A Ruin of Kings
Gods, demons and dragons collide in one final epic battle in The Discord of Gods, the unmissable
conclusion to the critically acclaimed A Chorus of Dragons series that began with The Ruin of Kings.
One curse. One man. One destiny. Relos Var's plans to enslave the
universe near completion. All that stands in his way is the demon
Xaltorath – or so he believes. For Kihrin could still alter the course of
this war, despite being caught between these two masterminds. Yet he’s
playing the most dangerous of games, as he appears to assume his
prophesied role: as a destroyer, the sun eater, a mindless, remorseless
plague upon the land. All this, while still protecting his allies and those
he loves.
But even as Kihrin seeks an eleventh-hour reprieve for the universe, his
body threatens to betray him. He's grappling with the aftereffects of a
corrupted magical ritual, one that twisted both him and the last dragons.
Worse, he’s now bound to the avatar of a star - a form that’s becoming
catastrophically unstable. All of which means he's running out of time.
After all, some stars fade . . . but others explode.

‘A fantastic page-turner with a heady blend of great characters, fast-moving
action and a fabulously inventive magic system . . . I loved it’ - John Gwynne
ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Jenn Lyons lives in Atlanta, Georgia with her husband, three cats and a nearly infinite
number of opinions on anything from Sumerian mythology to the correct way to make a martini. She is a video
game producer by day, and spends her evenings writing science-fiction, fantasy and paranormal mysteries.
Find her on Twitter @jennlyonsauthor.
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PRAISE FOR A CHORUS OF DRAGONS SERIES

‘What an extraordinary book. The Ruin of Kings is everything epic fantasy should be:
rich, cruel, gorgeous, brilliant, enthralling and deeply deeply satisfying. I loved it’ - Lev Grossman
‘Hands-down the best fantasy debut I’ve read in a long time’- Storgy Magazine
‘Everything you could want from a fantasy epic…unputdownable’ - Den of Geek
‘In a sprawling, magic-filled world populated by gods, dragons, krakens, witches, demons, ghosts, shapeshifters, zombies, and so much more, Lyons ties it all together seamlessly to create literary magic. Epic
fantasy fans looking for a virtually un-put-down-able read should look no further’ - Kirkus starred review
‘Its lore and memorable characters will leave epic fantasy fans eager for the second volume’
- Publishers Weekly starred review
‘An instant classic and TOR have got an absolute winner on their hands’ - Fantasy Book Review
‘Both innovative and a traditional, grand epic. If you like dragons, twisty storytelling, and you also want to
fall in love with a character that eats people, The Ruin of Kings is for you’ -Tasha Suri, Empire of Sand
‘The world-building is vivid, and Lyon’s vision feels fresh and fun. You sense a real intellect at work behind
the words, with a detailed cosmology and distinct, witty characters - 4.5 stars’ - SFX Magazine
‘This follow up to Lyon’s brilliant debut takes a similar, assured (and sassy) narrative approach as The Ruin
of Kings...Lyons proves she is worthy of comparison to the masters of epic fantasy, such as Patrick Rothfuss,
Stephen R . Donaldson (particularly in GrandGuignol action), and Melanie Rawn’ - Booklist starred review
‘Simply put: This is top notch adventure fantasy written for a 21st-century audience - high recommended’
- Kirkus starred review
‘Lyons is creating a complex and wonderful series that will immerse and delight’ - Library Journal
‘Lyons proves she is worthy of comparison to the masters of epic fantasy’
- Booklist starred review

